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I knew that I wanted to create a brand collaboration based on some sort 
of toiletry product such as shampoo or soap as they normally have a lot of 
delicious flavours in their range that are based on fruits but are completely 
inedible yet the scent is good enough to eat. I then started by walking 
down the toiletry isle to bring inspiration for a collaboration idea and to 
find out whether the range of flavours could be translated into an edible 
equivalent. In order to do this, I wrote down all the flavours which had the 
possibility to be transformed into a smoothie/ juice. 

Pear and Green tea

Cinnamon, cloves and apple shampoo

Blue fig and orange blossom shampoo

Vanilla and papaya shampoo

Avocado, condensed milk, and almond milk

Raspberry and pomegranate

Coconut and lychee

Strawberry and almond milk

Lime and coconut

Passion fruit and  

Vanilla and coconut

Strawberry and kiwi & honey/apple

Sour apple shampoo and mandarin

Cucumber, green apple, and melon shampoo

Kiwi mango with pineapple

Green tea and apple

Mint & green tea

Acai berry and avocado
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The brands I will be collaborating will be Naked Juice and 
Original Source Shower Gels

Many reviewers of Original Source say ‘Its delicious’ which is a word you 
would describe something edible rather than a shower gel. The goal is to 
reward the current loyal customers with an edible version of what they 
already use and love. 

Why Naked? Of the audience who uses the shower gel, many commend it on 
it’s use of all natural ingredients and so collaborating with Naked Juice will 
be suited to Original Source’s ethics. The people who drink Naked Juice are 
usually healthy eaters who like to stay nutritious by eating and drinking their 
5-a-day.

The benefit to Naked is that they would be bringing out a wider range of 
juices where they only have a selection of 4 juices at the moment. This will 
help to expand their brand, and make sure that they gather an audience from 
original source fans as well.
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Original Source ads
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Naked Juice ads
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Brand Collaboration: Naked Juice and Original Source 
shower gel
Product of collaboration: Smoothie inspired by shower gel 
flavours
Branding: Label of the new smoothie
Website: Naked and Original Source smoothie
Digital Poster- Fruit splashes to reveal product
Social Media: Branded Facebook
Online Advertising: Posters, video ads, digital poster

Campaign
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Carmen Miranda
Carmen Miranda is a possible mascot to advertise my shower 
gel fruit inspired smoothies. Her iconic look includes a basket 
of fruit on her head which relates well to my fruit smoothie 
where both products of Original Source and Naked Juice put 
an emphasis on the fruits of the products. The use of Carmen 
Miranda then ties the two products together in order to 
advertise them.

However, my main hesitation on using her is that if it is a 
younger audience I am targeting, they may not know who 
Carmen Miranda was and would not understand that form of 
advertising. This is because if I myself saw Carmen Miranda 
advertising the product, I would have no idea who she was and 
what she was supposed to represent. Then again, I would also 
just accept her as a woman with a bowl of fruit on her head, 
so perhaps it will help to bring enlightenment to the younger 
culture as to who she is. Using Carmen Miranda may possibly 
bring in other audiences who were more familiar with her.

I am also unsure as to whether she fits with the theme of the 
brand which is all about masculinity and health rather than 
some sort of dramatised musical.
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Get Naked with Original Source

Strap-line idea

References the names of both brands collaborating which 
works with it since you would normally get naked to use the 
original source shower gel, but instead you can now drink the 
Naked juice smoothie version of Original Source’s shower gel
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Branding- Labels
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NEW

QUENCHING

450ml

450ml

450ml

NEW

450ml

NEW
Original Source font- Gothic 821 BT

I started by experimenting with the form the bottle for the 
smoothie could take. As I was unsure how to create my 
own bottle, I simply recoloured the original Naked bottles 
and placed my own label on to it.
I would however, like to change the bottles so that they 
are more sympathetic to the Original Source brand. I 
also want to maintain the rectangular shape of the bottles 
as both brands packaging is this way. I kept the original 
brand logos as that is what customers were familiar with 
which would help them to recognise the collaboration.
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Past Original source advertising all show a naked person showering with the shower 
gel where they attempt to go and drink it. The ad subsequently is cut off with a 
description of not being able to eat it, despite it’s edible flavour. 

A possible idea is to continue this on so that they can drink it and- get Naked with 
Original Source. This demonstrates how the brand is giving the public what they 
have perhaps wanted. This is seen in the people who have reviewed the product as ‘so 
minty I could almost eat it’ and describing it as ‘delicious’. This suggests the existing 
audience is already in love with the existing flavours where it’s limitation is the lack of 
edibility. 

The brand themselves have also always hinted at not being able to eat the deliciously 
smelling product. Therefore providing an edible brand collaboration smoothie is a 
way of rewarding the existing customers who are a fan of the original source flavours.

Online Advertising- Digital Poster
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Digital Poster Idea

I created a small visual idea of how I wanted the 
Digital Poster to be. This helped to visualise the 
idea in my head for the advertisement of the 
smoothie. 

I used the setting of the shower to tie the 
smoothie in with mornings with the product. 
Since both Naked and Original Source offer 
products you use in the mornings, it made sense 
to do the same for their collaboration product. 
The use of the shower also ties it in with the 
Original Source shower gel where the new 
product is inspired by the shower gel fruit 
flavours. This targets those who use the shower 
gel and say that it is ‘good enough to eat’ as it 
possibly recreates the setting where they can 
remember the delicious smell of the shower gel.

I also looped the video to represent an idea of 
how it would work as a digital poster where it 
would cycle around again and again.
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Video idea-

In the Original Source advertising of their shower gel product, they show a person in the 
shower about to eat the shower gel but stopping with phrase ‘it smells like mint but don’t 
suck it’. This could be translated into the edible version where they are in the shower and 
fruit is raining down in the person, turning into splashes of fruit juice so that they are 
covered in it with the slogan, ‘don’t shower with it, drink it’.

After looking at some of the posters Original Source and Naked have made where the 
product bottles look larger than life among smaller scenery, I could possibly show the 
smoothie bottles as large products that drop down from the sky to create a large impact. 
This gives the smoothie a dramatic entrance which makes it seem like a massive object. 
This along with making the product larger than proportionally normal can bring across 
the importance of the product, making it stand out.

Original Source also describe their products as skin quenching which can be translated 
into a throat quench. This associates it with the Original Source brand while the bottle is 
sympathetic to Naked.

Advertising idea- Video
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Photoshop Video- Advertising Video idea
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Photoshop Video

I created this visual representation of my video idea showing the possible method of 
advertisement. I used a waterfall as the background for the smoothies as it links the product 
in with nature and natural ingredients which both brands are all about. This also links it with 
Original Source poster ads where there is usually a naked person in an outside scene with the 
product. 

An idea that I wanted to try along with the visual movement would be the addition of sound 
effects. This includes the sound effect of the fruit smashing against the bottle/the screen. Most 
importantly, I wanted to dramatise the entrance of the smoothie bottles by having the sound 
of it landing to create an impact. This is an idea that I would have followed through if I had 
more time to find the right kind of sound and finely match the audio with the visuals, some 
of which drop at a faster pace. However, I did try to make the entrance of the bottles dramatic 
by having the main mint and green tea bottle drop in last and at a slightly slower pace. 
Despite this, I nonetheless think it would have been better with the added sound of the bottle 
landing. 

The added text and logos at the end also help to give the smoothie some context where it 
shows both brands logo’s suggesting that the product is a brand collaboration. 
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Methods of promotion via Facebook
• Ask questions to create conversations with the consumer- 

engage with fans of the products
• Show images of two choices of products (flavours) and ask 

fans to comment which they prefer or to like /share
• A fill in the blank post to make it more engaging to take part 

in the  facebook page about the products
• Create polls
• Ask followers to caption an image using the product in the 

post
• Posting creative photos of the products in a style that relates to 

the consumer i.e. motivational/lifestyle quotes...
• Posting interesting facts related to and about the product to 

get the product known.
• Post exclusive videos that showcases the product.
• Use humour- posting short, funny videos that markets the 

product
• Post special promotions to market products and get people to 

share them
• Offer the chance to win a product related prize
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Branded Facebook
I created this sample facebook page to 
show what kind of content could be 
posted to the facebook page. 

This includes hosting competitions 
to win a bottle of the Naked Original 
Source smoothie which involves the 
audience where everybody can take 
part. This is also a method of getting 
the consumer excited for the product 
where many would be eager to win a 
free product. 

Other posts could include asking 
followers which flavour they prefer. 
This helps to gain feedback on the 
product as well as ignite the comment 
section on which flavour is the best.
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I COULD ALMOST 

EAT IT”
-RACHEL

MINT & GREEN TEA

VANILLA & RASPBERRY

PEACH & APRICOT
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Website- Home page

Both product brands; Naked and 
Original Source, both gain support from 
the idea that they contain natural, vegan 
and non- animal tested ingredients. 
This is one of the main reasons I chose 
them to do a collaboration, since both 
audiences of the brands would agree 
with each others ideologies. 

Because of the emphasis on natural 
ingredients, I wanted to translate this 
into the website. I did this by using 
a background of a blue sky image to 
represent the fresh natural nature of the 
smoothies. Secondly, I wanted to tie the 
website page in with my digital poster 
idea where the bottles and fruit are 
falling from the sky. 
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MINT & GREEN TEA
The classic bestseller Original
Source flavour now in edible
smoothie form. Just what you
have all been waiting for!
This super blend will leave you
feeling queched with that tingle
to leave you satisfied. Packed
with Vitamins A & C! Enjoy
as part of a varied and balanced
diet and healthy lifestyle.

SHARE THIS

Search
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VANILLA & RASPBERRY

PEACH & APRICOT

BUY NOW

Mint and green tea product 
page

For this product page, I chose an image 
that best represented the feel of the 
smoothie. For this particular flavour, I 
used an image with water and flowers 
to bring across the idea of freshness 
from the mint. The theme colour of the 
page also gives it a bright and cleansing 
feel which suits the smoothie as it is 
advertised as a healthy product. 

This also suits the target audience 
of the brand collaboration which is 
towards people who are fans of both 
brands because of the healthy natural 
aspect to them. 
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PEACH & APRICOT
This new blend has an arsenal of
delicious supercool ingredients, 
packed with Vitamins A & C! 
Vitamin C contributes to the 
protection of cells from oxidative
stress. Enjoy as part of a varied
and balanced diet and healthy
lifestyle.

SHARE THIS

Search
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PEACH & APRICOT

BUY NOW

Peach and Apricot product page

On this product page, I used the theme 
colour of orange to help give the page 
a warm feel that went along with the 
flavour of the smoothie. 

I chose to use the image of the 
smoothie bottle I created without 
the juice splashes on them. I did this 
because with the simple fruit, it gives 
it a clean feel rather than the mess that 
the fruit splashes inspire. 

 I added a small section talking about 
the product in order to capture viewers 
attention so that they can receive more 
information about the smoothie. It 
mostly talks about the health benefits 
since that is the type most likely to lean 
towards the healthy smoothie. 
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VANILLA & RASPBERRY
The delicious blend of Vanilla and
Raspberry will leave you fully
quenched. Bringing together the
fabulous flavours of Original 
Source with the Natural Naked
kick. Packed with Vitamins A & C!
Enjoy as part of a varied and 
balanced diet and healthy lifestyle.

SHARE THIS
BUY NOW
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I COULD ALMOST 
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MINT & GREEN TEA

VANILLA & RASPBERRY

PEACH & APRICOT

Vanilla and Raspberry

On the product pages, I included the 
icons to like and share the products. 
This helps to include the audience and 
gather more fans if they were to share 
it.
This is also a method of gathering 
information from the audience on 
whether they like the product and 
how they feel about it.  This can be 
measured by the number of shares or 
likes each product has. 

I also included a BUY NOW icon, 
which I made sure stood out by using 
a bright bold colour. This helps to 
facilitate the user if they wanted to go 
ahead and purchase the smoothie. An 
idea of where the link would take you 
would be a page showing all the shops 
that stock the smoothie and it’s price.
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Overall, I decided not to use Carmen Miranda as a mascot as I felt that she 
did not quite fit the theme of the brand. This also allowed me more freedom 
to tie the designs against the closer and more similar themes of Naked Juice 
and Original Source. 

The use of a branded facebook page also helps to involve the audience 
where the giveaways help to get them excited for the product. The use of a 
branded social media page also helps to generate a wider audience which 
may not have been gathered through either the website/ posters alone.

For the website design, using different background images helped to give 
each product flavour a different feel and aura of personality. This again, ties 
it in with the scenic nature theme of the Naked Original Source smoothies.  

Conclusion
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